Accessions Team

West Point Phone Numbers:
(845)938-XXXX

LTC Eric Gust
Division Chief
WH4120, x4307
eric.gust@westpoint.edu

MAJ Andrew Bryant
FA - Deputy
WH4129, x4804
andrew.bryant@westpoint.edu

CPT Joseph Carson
AR
WH4126, x8584
joseph.carson@westpoint.edu

CPT Christopher Archer
AD
WH4128, x6943
christopher.archer@westpoint.edu

CPT Alyssa Tallmadge
EN - MP - CM
WH4127, x7099
alyssa.tallmadge@westpoint.edu

CPT Marquice Pullen
AG - FC - XCOM
WH4130, x4307
marquice.pullen@westpoint.edu

CPT Jonathan Di Bianca
IN
WH4125, x2007
jonathan.dibianca@westpoint.edu

CPT Joshua Holloman
MI - SC - CY
WH4122, x8726
joshua.holloman@westpoint.edu

CPT Lauren Smart
AV - MS
WH4121, x5878
lauren.smart@westpoint.edu

CPT Jonathan Cook
QM - TC - OD - EOD
WH4124, x9628
jonathan.cook@westpoint.edu

CPT Joe Carson
AR
WH4126, x8584
joseph.carson@westpoint.edu

CPT Marquice Pullen
AG - FC - XCOM
WH4130, x4307
marquice.pullen@westpoint.edu

CPT Christopher Archer
AD
WH4128, x6943
christopher.archer@westpoint.edu